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Computational Mathematics in Industry

Wondering what you can do with an undergraduate or graduate degree in applied mathematics? If yes, this presentation is for you! Three WCU alumni will speak about their current job positions. Questions from the audience welcome!

Patrick Dozier graduated WCU with a B.S. in Industrial Mathematics and a minor in Physics in 2013 and received a M.S. in Applied Mathematics from the University of Delaware. He is currently an Associate Application Developer at HMHS Health Solutions (a subsidiary of Highmark Health) in Harrisburg, PA.

Paul Johnson graduated WCU with a B.S. in Computational Mathematics and a minor in computer science in 2015. He is employed as a Front End Software Engineer at SCOIR in West Chester.

Alex Meade graduated WCU with a B.S. in Computational Mathematics and minors in both computer science and music in 2013. He is currently an Application Developer at HMHS Health Solutions.
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